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Cloud computing (CC) have many advantages, but it is very important to ensure the safety of users and their recognition. Selected classes of threats in the CC environment related to the attacks: on the software; on cloud elements; on hypervisor, in the control system; threats of virtualization, migrate the virtual machines. The class of threats of users authority abuse, including due to the mutual influence of user tasks on computing nodes leading to unauthorized user access to data. Analysis of security mechanisms in CC systems showed that protection against joining unauthorized components is provided by means of mutual authentication mechanisms users and providers using digital certificates, encryption and digital signature of information transmitted between nodes of CC environments.

The main aspects of user security in CC. 1. Privacy, to achieve it, there are two main methods: physical separation and encryption. 2. Integrity: two main approaches to achieving it – message authentication code and digital signature. 3. Availability: make sure that users can access in Internet anytime and anywhere.

We consider the use of a new technology – Data-Centric Networking – DCS, which provides data owners with full control of their security throughout the life cycle of data in CC.

ANALYSIS OF USERS WORK IN CORPORATE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AND E-SHOP

Traditional security paradigms in corporate management systems (CMS) provide security levels along the security perimeter: firewalls, intrusion prevention systems, encrypted network tunneling. Information-oriented network (ICN) is considered as a promising paradigm for the next generation of CMS working on Internet. In ICN content is more important than the host, which gives advantages such as reduced network load, low propagation delay, scalability, etc. Named Data Networking (NDN) represent the ICN architecture. The report presents four issues most important for security in NDN for information protection: from new forms of unknown attacks, privacy, blocking malicious network traffic, anomaly detection and DoS / DDoS attacks.

The following areas of protection in e-shops are highlighted: encryption method with digital signature, use of firewall, secure sockets layer (SSL), access permission. Encryption method: MD5 algorithm and password cache are used. Cache contains random data that are used as an additional login. A hash function hashes the password. The main function of cache is to protect against symbolic attacks against the list of hash passwords and against pre-computed attacks in the table. Firewall: creates an additional layer of security throughout the online store. With a firewall rule it will block attackers or blacklist them and deny access to the site. It has a scanner to provide installation recommendations in our e-shop. SSL protocol uses a 128-bit encryption key.

ANALYSIS OF THE BLOCK CHAIN USE
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The functioning of the block chain and its security is provided by miners and other block chain participants. Access to the block chain takes place using special keys that guarantee the reliability of the entire network. Every user has it. A key is a set of cryptographic records. It is absolutely unique, which guarantees the impossibility of data substitution and hacker attacks. To do this, hackers need to access all the computers on the network. Mechanisms that ensure the efficiency and reliability of the block chain are algorithms of Proof of Work (PoW) – the work done, and Proof of Stake (PoS) – confirmation of the share. PoW in the block chain checks the calculations generated during the creation of a new block. The block is recognized as true and closed, provided that the value of its hash is less than the signature sought by miners. That is, a certain cryptographic cipher shows the authenticity of the block.

Examples of block chain application in various spheres of life, in addition to finance. Personal identification - services in the field of identification and confirmation of access rights work, which